Headai Ltd – The Science Behind Transparent Cognitive AI
Combining cognitive psychology, semantic computing and machine learning
Our goal is to build a machine that reads and processes text like human would do. This requires a
combination of cognitive psychology, semantic computing, and machine learning. Headai approach
emulates the human way to learn: According to cognitive psychology of learning, our thinking is
based on conceptual representations of our observations, experiences and relations between
these concepts. Phenomena when the structure (concepts or relationships) change is called
learning.
Headai’s AI learns the work context via 1) general unstructured content and 2) teaching
done by human [1][2][3]. In phase 1 it learns the basic semantics of relations of the working
context. The learning in this phase follows the ideas of unsupervised learning. In phase 2 the
learning is supervised: user teaches it by evaluating its performance. The general content for first
phase teaching can be e.g. text documents, databases, conceptual maps, graphs, etc. This
means, the AI can be taught to handle very different tasks.
Applications in real world cases
Headai technology has its early background in dealing with several cognitively challenging tasks.
Artificial test persons in software testing with one of the largest publishing companies in Finland [4],
background for adaptive learning materials [5], assistant teacher for globally published MOOCs [6]
and librarian assistant for West-Finland libraries [7].
According to studies [1-7], the AI's behavior and performance in taught domain is relatively
similar to human behavior in the same domain, in other words the behavior is believable.
More recently, Headai has focused on labor market mismatch problem and optimizing
talent pipelines with efficient use of MyData. Case examples: 1) With World Bank, a labor market
demand analysis and curriculum gap assessment based on machine-reading and analyzing tens of
thousands of Kenyan job advertisements, and local university curriculums. 2) Finnish Defence
Forces together with Headai turned the military programs into the civilian language helping
individuals to apply gained skills and competencies better in their education and career paths.
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